14th OBSERVANCE OF HARDING DAY TO BE TOMORROW

S. F. Timmerman, Jack Wood Sears and Ernest R. Burns will deliver addresses to be the keynote of April 17 observance of the 14th annual Harding Day. April 17 was selected as the date for the observance in honor of James A. Harding, the first president of Harding College. This year's observance, thirteenth in the annual series of speeches held each April 17, will be marked by an address by S. F. Timmerman, president of Silent Spring College, Oklahoma City. Jack Wood, president of University of Arkansas at Little Rock, will speak on "The Coming of American Colleges." Ernest R. Burns, president of University of Central Arkansas, will speak on "The Story of Batesville College." Each of the three speakers will deliver a presidential address on the campus of the college named after him.

WRITE AN ESSAY IN THE COMING PRINTING EDITION

BY JENNYA TRAWICK

The year 1948 has been designated by the Congress of the United States as "The Year of the Student Body," and an accompanying essay contest is open to all students in the college. The essay contest is open to any student in the college. The theme is "The Student Body and the Future of the College," and the essays must be submitted by June 1, 1948. The essays will be judged by a panel of judges appointed by the college administration. The winners will be announced at a later date.

WINTER TERM HONOR PULPITS are ANNNOUNCED

Upper Ten And Twenty-Five Per Cent Are Listed From Among 100 Students Meet Requirements

BY MAC TIMMERMAN

The College has announced that the winter term honor list has been released so that the office of the Dean, according to reports of the class, shows that the classes are on the rise that it is to be highly commended for their academic endeavors.

Students Crush Court Proposal Are By 197 to 69 Vote

Several Heated Talks Were Made In Student Press Tuesday

BY NORMA MARCUS

After several heated speeches by students, the proposed student council plan was crushed by a vote of 197 to 69. The vote was announced by the student body on Tuesday afternoon in a meeting of the students who are opposed to the plan. The vote was taken by a show of hands, and the result was announced by the student body. The proposal for the student council was announced by the student body on Tuesday afternoon.

Seary High Gives Musical Program

BY BARBARA KEELER

Wednesday evening's concert program was devised by the Dramatic Society and the radio and music groups from Seary High School. The program included an entertainment program under the direction of Mrs. Louise Dorn Brown.

Dining Hall Made In Aquatorium

BY MAC TIMMERMAN

Boats, trucks, and bare feet were the vogue Thursday morning for the freshman class who found the dining hall flooded to an extent that made it necessary for help in draining the flood, so that the girls could still get to the table with the rising tide. Those coming to assist were Guy Goodley, Bill Free, Tom Trammell, Robert Chandler, and Lee Fors.

The oldest industries of the morning cleaning and srubbing after the flood had been drained and after the morning had passed.

The story of the flood is that it had been started during the night when the water had backed into the dining hall, making the hall look like a lake.

Noted Arkansas Speaks in Chapel

BY MAC TIMMERMAN

Dr. L. H. Flavor, chief of Little Rock and president of the Methodist Church in Little Rock and prominent warden. For the purpose of demonstrating the Interchurch Work and Company, and was host of the Arkansas Methodist and a religious professor.

Using "Christianity of the West" as his subject Mr. Miller said, "There is a place today for all of us to get to the college. It must be filled with interest and with the college.

As an example was given of the Washington County of Crusaders, and the problem of the college. In the college, he was host of the Arkansas Methodist and a religious professor.
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LETS TRY TO IMPROVE OUR LIBRARY

By VIRGIL BENTLEY

Probably one of the greatest assets that a college can have is a good, well-equipped library. For if students have access to this kind of library and use it, their possible knowledge is unlimited and unlimited. A library so matter how well equipped however, if it of no benefit at all, unless it is properly used.

The thing that will help most in keeping our library furnished with timely books and litera- ture is encouragement. An interest in the things that we have in the library now. Each year fresh- men come in who are probably not accustomed to libraries and who probably have never read about the things that we recognize as the valuable kinds of infor- mation found there. One can find most of the things that are in the magazines, articles of eloquence, and guides to nearly every type of infor- mation desired.

Unfortunately we have failed to see all of the advantages that we have here. Chances are, the most of our time that is spent in the library is on short articles that take only a few minutes to read, and many of our valuable books lie on the shelf the year unattended, that certain information that we are wanting to find.

Let's recognize this opportunity! The best possible way to improve our library is to use it, and if we do this, we will get the results that we want put into it. By doing this we can add much to our learn- ing, and at the same time improve our library by showing the librarian that we are using it to its advantage. Let's all help in this improvement of the library.

OCCASION FOR FRESHMEN

By VIRGIL BENTLEY

Many freshmen have as opportunity to try their hand at writing articles for their college newspaper each week in the freshman edi- tion of the school paper, The Wichitan. Each week articles can fold some of the fundamental principles of newspaper writing. Also this can help the student think of the type of work become interested in it.

There are two positions that are the practical experience that is derived from this work, it causes freshmen to comprehend and recognize the different parts of the paper, and it leads to the thought of what to write about. This will help the student to write better articles. There is no absolute limit to the actual number of good articles that can be written in the freshman edition of the school paper, and if students would take advantage of this opportunity, they will find that it may be of great benefit to them.

This opportunity, like many others, can be a stepping stone for things that we want if we just take advantage of it. Let it's constantly look for those opportunities as they and take advantage of them.
SANFORD

Dinner By Dr. Benson Murray Honored With

As an excerpt from the text, the article mentions the naming of Miss Elsie Mae Hopper, from the college home economics, and Mary Jane Scott who will read sophomores' choices for supplementary literature for their children. It also highlights the role of Mr. J. L. Dykes, Dean, and Mrs. J. L. Dykes, both from 1940 Harding. In the context of the article, the focus is on the various activities taking place at Harding University, including the vision of Miss Hopper and the naming of Mary Jane Scott to enhance educational offerings.

The recording equipment ordered for college work includes a public address system, an amplifier, and a microphone. These are essential tools for the college's ongoing efforts to improve the educational environment.

In the context of entertainment, the college choir is mentioned, including the members and their roles in various performances. The inclusion of specific dates, such as April 11 and April 19, provides a timeline for the events taking place at the college.

The list of products and services offered by various stores within the university campus, such as Better Foods, Chip's, and Friends, highlights the range of options available to students and faculty. The mention of security services, security gates, and security boxes further underscores the commitment to safety and security on campus.

In conclusion, the text provides a comprehensive overview of the various activities and services offered by Harding University, with a focus on educational enhancements and entertainment. The article is a testament to the college's dedication to providing a rich and diverse environment for its students.
Senior Boys, Soph Girls Win Field Day Festivities; Jack Lay Stars Individually

By Lee Farris

The field day was a thrilling occasion for the students of Harding as they competed in a variety of events. The day started with the annual track and field meet, which was attended by all the students. The results of the meet are as follows:

**Track and Field Day in Big Spices**

This day of events was a great opportunity for the students to showcase their athletic abilities. All events were won by Harding students, making the meet a huge success. The activities included running, jumping, throwing, and other track and field events, with students from all classes participating. The meet was organized and judged by T. M. Hogan, A; Campbell, B; Bell, B, and Chandler, B.

1. **100 yard sprints** (Tyrone, Devent; Bell, B; Hogan, A; Chandler, B) Time: 11.5 seconds.
2. **200 yard sprints** (Devent; Bell, B; Hogan, A; Chandler, B) Time: 23.5 seconds.
3. **400 yard sprints** (Devent; Bell, B; Hogan, A; Chandler, B) Time: 55.5 seconds.
4. **800 yard sprints** (Devent; Bell, B; Hogan, A; Chandler, B) Time: 2:00 minutes.
5. **1500 yard sprints** (Devent; Bell, B; Hogan, A; Chandler, B) Time: 4:00 minutes.

The following events were also included in the meet:

1. **Long jump** (Devent; Bell, B; Hogan, A; Chandler, B) Distance: 15 feet.
2. **High jump** (Devent; Bell, B; Hogan, A; Chandler, B) Height: 6 feet.
3. **Shot put** (Devent; Bell, B; Hogan, A; Chandler, B) Distance: 60 feet.
4. **Discus** (Devent; Bell, B; Hogan, A; Chandler, B) Distance: 75 feet.
5. **Pole vault** (Devent; Bell, B; Hogan, A; Chandler, B) Distance: 15 feet.

The meet was won by the Harding boys and girls, with Lay, junior, and Lay, soph, establishing themselves as the dominant athletes of the day. Lay, junior, set a new school record in the 100 yard sprints, while Lay, soph, won the 200 yard sprints. Lay, junior, also excelled in the long jump, clearing a distance of 15 feet, and Lay, soph, dominated the shot put and discus events.

**BISON SPORTS**

**Track and Field Day in Big Spices**

This day of events was a great opportunity for the students to showcase their athletic abilities. All events were won by Harding students, making the meet a huge success. The activities included running, jumping, throwing, and other track and field events, with students from all classes participating. The meet was organized and judged by T. M. Hogan, A; Campbell, B; Bell, B, and Chandler, B.

1. **100 yard sprints** (Tyrone, Devent; Bell, B; Hogan, A; Chandler, B) Time: 11.5 seconds.
2. **200 yard sprints** (Devent; Bell, B; Hogan, A; Chandler, B) Time: 23.5 seconds.
3. **400 yard sprints** (Devent; Bell, B; Hogan, A; Chandler, B) Time: 55.5 seconds.
4. **800 yard sprints** (Devent; Bell, B; Hogan, A; Chandler, B) Time: 2:00 minutes.
5. **1500 yard sprints** (Devent; Bell, B; Hogan, A; Chandler, B) Time: 4:00 minutes.

The following events were also included in the meet:

1. **Long jump** (Devent; Bell, B; Hogan, A; Chandler, B) Distance: 15 feet.
2. **High jump** (Devent; Bell, B; Hogan, A; Chandler, B) Height: 6 feet.
3. **Shot put** (Devent; Bell, B; Hogan, A; Chandler, B) Distance: 60 feet.
4. **Discus** (Devent; Bell, B; Hogan, A; Chandler, B) Distance: 75 feet.
5. **Pole vault** (Devent; Bell, B; Hogan, A; Chandler, B) Distance: 15 feet.

The meet was won by the Harding boys and girls, with Lay, junior, and Lay, soph, establishing themselves as the dominant athletes of the day. Lay, junior, set a new school record in the 100 yard sprints, while Lay, soph, won the 200 yard sprints. Lay, junior, also excelled in the long jump, clearing a distance of 15 feet, and Lay, soph, dominated the shot put and discus events.

**Hogan Lea's A Team To Victory in Academy Meet**

By Lee Farris

Led by T. M. Hogan, the A team won the academy boys' track meet yesterday over the "B" team by a score of 13 to 11. Hogan and Keit Coleman, both members of all the A points, led the B team with 3½ and 2 points. The meet was won by the A team, with Hogan and Keit Coleman dominating the track and field events.

**I want to build anything!**

Phone 446